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Argentina plans to mass
produce nuclear power
Paul Gallagher reports on Carem Project, Argentina's prototype
projectJor mass production qf small nuclear reactor modules.

The capacity of the nations of the Western world to produce
nuclear energy, has dropped drastically in the past decade,
as those nations have fallen under the brutal grip of the Inter
national Monetary Funds, and the devastating impact of the
post-1979 "Volcker interest rate regime" in the United States.
The current last-chance revolt of Third World nations against
the IMF, demands the immediate availability of new nuclear
power capacity for both electricity and industrial/chemical
heat.
Efforts at recovery mobilization, such as the newly an
nounced Alliance for Latin American Integration, and moves
to expand the Andean Development Bank to displace the IMF
among those nations, cannot succeed without the ability to
add high-quality nuclear power to electrical grids at the max
imum reliable pace. The high energy-density of nuclear pow
er, both produces very high concentrations of power for a
given-size power plant, and can produce high-quality process
heat for both industry and agricultural production at the same
time. Nuclear power can rapidly eliminate the high money
costs, and even the higher labor costs, of providing fuel for
heat and power, which are the scourge of underdeveloped
areas.
Argentina's new prototype project for the mass factory
production of small nuclear reactor modules, capable of being
quickly taken by truck or barge to virtually any region of the
continent, is important both because it demonstrates an in
digenous Ibero-American capability to supply the area, and
for the intrinsic merit of its design. The Argentine prototype,
which is scheduled for completion by the end of this year, is
known as "Proyecto Carem" (Carem Project); it is designed
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and engineered by an experienced nuclear firm-INVAP,
S.A., of Barriloche, Argentina-linked to the Argentine nu
clear·energy commission. The CAREM prototype will dem
onstrate nuclear reactor modules in the power range of only
15-30 megawatts-electric (MWe), which can be serial-pro
duced by factory methods and then either used individually
or combined into clusters of up to 200 MWe total power.
A recent survey of the world's nuclear power industries
by the Fusion Energy Foundation (FEF), has shown that the
Argentine concept-small nuclear reactor modules for mass
production-is now shared by most major nuclear technol
ogy firms in North America, Europe, and Japan. No fewer
than 10 firms, including the nuclear giants such as General
Electric, Germany's Kraftwerk Union, etc., are preparing a
capability to factory-produce reactors ranging from II MWe
to 300 MWe. Most of these, however, are in the conceptual
design phase. It should be noted that the general preference
is toward the upper end of the range, particularly for use in
the advanced sector.
Argentina's INVAP has gone the fu(thest to prototype
production, it is prepared to produce 95% of the reactor's
components within that country, and is seeking the markets
and the production partnerships with industrialized nation's
firms, to produce "CAREM" 'On a mass basis. This is because
INVAP's motivation is explicitly to provide widely available
nuclear power sources to underdeveloped nations for indus
trialization needs.
The FEF's survey found that, with the exception of a
potential Italian-Argentine collaboration, the small-reactor
projects in the United States and Europe were taking place in
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ignorance of the Argentine work. This situation is a product
of the disarmament lobby's decade-long campaign to isolate
and slander the Argentine nuclear program, and should be
immediately rectified.

Real efficiency of scale
. ' As long ago as March, 1984, at a conference of the
International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA) in Lima, Peru,
Argentine nuclear representatives argued that the idea of
continuous economies of scale, as nuclear power reactors got
larger and larger, had not proved itself true over the last 15
years, even in the industrialized countries. As reactors were
scaled up from 500, to 1,000, and then to 1,100-1,300 MWe,
with higher and higher operating pressures and pressure dif
ferentials within the steam generator and cooling systems,
the application of the same light-water and pressurized-water
designs which worked reliably at smaller sizes, produced
sharply increasing "down-time" for repairs of leaks, genera
tor problems, etc. The nightmare of environmentaI regula
tions placed increasingly complex and contradictory' de
mands on the same nuclear plant subsystems, sharply reduc
ing both reliability and safety, as every competent power
engineer now agrees.
The result-50% and even higher "dowo-tiroes"-robbed
the expected economies of scale even when reactors did,
miraculously, get operating approval. The only exception
, has been the French nuclear industry, unquestionably now
the world's leader, which has come as close as large reactor

Argentina's Atucha I nuclear reactor. The International Monetary
Fund has froien large-scale projects like this one, but Argentina
has come up with a plan to mass-produce small, modular reactors.
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sizes allow, to standardized, mass-production of a single
reactor design. Small-sized reactors, by contrast, can be pro
duced in factories using pre-stressed concrete or steel con
tainments and standardized subsystems, allowing a break
through to much higher rates of production, and with the new
designs now being piopeered, greater reliability of operation.
Third World nations have such extreme electricity short
ages for housing and agriculture, not to speak of industriali
zation, that they cannot tolerate the typical minimum of seven
years construction and licensing for a nuclear power reactor
to come on-line; nor does the large size of the final addition
to the grid compensate for this-quite the opposite. The
IAEA itself, in its most recent world power surveys, empha
sizes that no single unit in a national electricity grid should
account for more than 10% of its total capacity, "if the dy
namic stability of the system is to be ensured." It is difficult,
and degrades reliability, to connect a big power plant to a
weak grid, and is far more useful to distribute several smaller
plants near the high consumption centers of the grid.
Even more important for an underdeveloped nation with
an inadequate power grid full of "holes" in especially back
ward rural areas, the crucial objective of industrial and agri
cultural development is the relatively rapid, continuous ad
dition of high-quality electric power increments. Particularly
for nations without plentiful, easiiy-tapped hydro-electric
power sources, this can only_be done with nuclear reactors.
The powering of the Panama Canal Zone for 13 years (194962) by a U.S. Navy floating barge nuclear reactor of 30 MWe
power, is a good historical example of the high-quality, re!!.d
ily available electricity which small nuclear reactors can pro
vide for developing nations, particularly if they are "water
mobile." The Project CAREM design study states that "Our
proposal. . . consists in using power plants made from small
reactors (modules), small enough to enable a serial produc
tion . . . for electricity in isolated or remote places, or for
being interconnected with small networks. It can also be used
for bigger power plants, adding more reactor modules for the
production of industrial steam, urban heating, or for desali
nation" (a small-sized version of the "nuplex" concept for
agro-industrial development).
In the entire underdeveloped world, whose nations ac
,count for three-quarters of the human population, there are
today fewer than 25 nuclear reactors, located in only a dozen
nations. In a 1983 survey, the IAEA received a positive
resPonse to a questionnaire on small and medium-sized nu
clear plants from 17 nations, including Egypt, Argentina,
Chile, China, Colombia, Equador, Finland, Indonesia, Ma
laysia, Mexico, Morocco, Nigeria, Philippines, Sri Lanka,
Thailand, Tunisia, Turkey, and Uruguay.

CAREM's potential
Argentina, particularly in 'combination with Brazilian in
dustry, should be able to produce and entirely engineer these
small reactors, and their enriched fuel, over the next several
years, if financing means outside the IMF's grip are estabScience & Technology
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lished. INVAP estimates the cost per CAREM module (of
15-25 MWe) to be $30 million, a comparable cost, per kilo
watt of capacity, to that of today's hirge reactors, aside from
their m�ssive environmentalism-added "delay costs. " The
company plans a factory facility able to e<;mstruct three mod
ules at one time, completing the modules in 36 months'
construction, but being able to add new "starts" each year,
so that the output of the factory would be three units per year
from appr9ximately 1988-89 onward. Obviously, a network
of serial-production factories could be constructed by coop
erative agreements among Ibero-American nations, and with
nuclear production firms in North �merica.

The follow-up "civil-engineering work" of installing re
actors of this type will be minimized. They can be barged to
their locations anywhere along river or coastal waterways,
requiring a relatively shallow draft, unlike the very large
floating nuclear reactors Westinghouse planned to mass-pro
duce at its now-closed Jacksonville, Florida, facility. They
can be transported short distances by truck to final locations.
The CAREM module unit is a pressure vessel with both
reactor core and steam generators enclosed, embedded within
a pool-type secondary cooling and co�tainment structure. It
is able to share a central control room with other units at the
site, along with cooling water supply facilities, and little else
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The trends the IAEA points out among the 23, various
small and m�ium p,O\Ver reactor JSM})R) d�igns are:
reduced construction ,schedule, use of systems already
iOI1 �f safety
prQven in commercial operation, simpli
systems US�Qg inherenrsmatl react<?rc
terisucs (nat-'
Ural cirCulation) , a high level of prefab andspop fabrica-<
tion (maximized i�navy year (}r barge"mounteddesigns) , ';;
higb seismic design, and ability,to function �ithIela:tively�!
high, cooling water temperatures '(in ttopic{ll countries),
meeting qi!eri�. for sm,aUerand weakef power grids;
tdost similar to the Argentine CAREM prototype for
m�ss production and ctt:ve1oping-sector use, but �rhaps .,
also intended for Potential: uses is space�\vith more ad
,vanced and smaller mOdels, is the "PowerTRIGA� ofGA
Technolog;es Inc';. diyis�on" of General Atoriiic GorP':; The
'
Power TR,IGA,. mOdelep '<:>.n their widel y used research'
'

.

(60 now operate in 23 couptries),'w?uld cost ap:-'
proximately � million; designed fot rutoutput of15
-

reactor

'

Mwe.
'
The Power TRIGA will be built in five mOdules and
carl be preassembled or shipped a�d then.reass�mbled: \ ;
GA expects to sell them in clusters for reliability> where
'� servicing and maintenance would be �aredfor cost,
savings. ,pne of the primary uses of the Power TRIGA
will be the'provision of::district h�ting,"that is�reactor
excess heat at appropriate t�mperatures f6r.usc, in beating
industrial and residential buildings in the area of installa
��
.
TIle primary syst�m is composCd of a reactor mOdule
and a beat-exchanger mOdule. These are vertically orient-

,
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is needed. Each module has "passive" safety systems, which

by the nuclear industries of the industrialized countries until

the reactor itself, to run them; thus the requirements, in case

the last few ye�s, which have seen calls for new "inherently
'
safe" designs, �rid the new demand for small nuclear reactors

into which the CAREM unit would be ad_

other small-reactor designs do have one important historical

do not require a sigrlificant electricity source, redundant to
the reactor shuts down, placed upon the local electricity grid

mal. Heat may be.extracted from the secondary cooling cir

. cuit, or "vapor cyCle," for processes-while CAREM is not

a high-temperature reactor capable of producing refining or

chemical heat, its temperature of operation is suitable for

water desalinization, in particular.

Developing nations' calls for small-reactor construction'

go back to the 1960s' IAEA conferences, but were bypassed
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to produce power for space systems. However, CAREM and
predecessor-the submarine, ship, and barge reactors pi- ..
oneered by the United States Nuclear Navy beginning 1954.

The Nuclear Navy construction programs, under Adm.

Hyman Rickover, have produced significant numbers of small

sized nuclear reactors for submarines and surface ships,

reaching production times as short as four years for multiple

units at the same shipyard, at Bridgeport, Connecticut and
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elsewhere. Production in a "navy yard" facility proved to be

extremely efficient as to manpower, both for construction

regulation and inspection. At the peaks of submarine reactor

construction programs, yards with multiple reactors under

FIGURE 1

CAREM reactor vessel

construction have typically employed 70-75 inspectors, com

VI

pared to 700-1,000 overrunning a beleaguered large-scale

// /
V
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nuclear construction site today. The Navy reactors, and a few

similar floating reactors built by the U.S. Army for mobile

'/-./
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use (as in the Panama Canal Zone case) have been extremely

reliable throughout and ,in some cases beyond their planned

-'

lifetimes.
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Reactor designers experienced in the marine reactor pro

Steam
generator

grams point to the lower pressure of operation of the smaller

reactors (typically2 5-30% lower pressures than those in units
of 1,000 MWe or more), as extremely important to their

superior reliability. First, in the navy reactors, the CAREM,

and other prototype small reactors now being developed, the

Pressure
vesseI

,-

small reactor itself is given somewhat more elbow-room within
its containment, which is reduced in size but not by quite as

'--

much as the reactor. This lowers the operating pressures on

--

I

reactor and containment walls, and allows simpler layouts of

\

steam, water, and other subsystems around the reactor, which

can thus be more easily maintained. Secondly, the small
reactor designs remove the traditional sharp' pressure barrier

between the primary cooling water, which is pressurized to
drive it far above its boiling temperature, and the secondary

Core

-------...�

system which drives steam through the generator. In place of

this sharp pressure gradient, the small reactor designs use

large temperature gradients, which drive the steam through

internal steam turbines by n�tural convection, still remaining

within the maximum parameter of operating temperature for

The 15 MWe CAREM re actor ' s pressure l'e,Hel has eirectil'e sCllety

the reactor. This removes what many experienced reactor

features. If the reClctor loses coolillg II·ater./fJr allY reClSOlI . the

and related failures which shut down reactors-:-high-pres

ing higher pres.�ure steClm call pass through "desigll cretch" up

engineers call the most important factor in cooling system
sure operation of the water and steam systems.
The CAREM reactor (see Figures 1

and 2) is technically

described as a pressurized-water reactor (PWR), as are most

nuclear reactors constructed over the past decade, but its

pressure gradients are in fact, quite low. It'is an "integral,

self-pressurized reactor and pri�ary circuit." Its pressure

vessel is a double cylinder, the inner cylinder containing the

ba('kup wClter supply 1.1' pOI/red directly

011

the core. alUl the result

into the containment pool . The hem alld pres.mre Clre pa.Hed up
into the pool. alld the..,L·OIlIaillmelll buildillg CI.� cllI'hole. umil the
cOfuainment building begills to
rounding

cl fm().�phere.

radiate

excess heClf imo the .�ur

swbili:illg the tempel'Clfllre Cllld pres.�ure.

The reactor does not lIeed to shut dowlI immeliiClfe ly. cmd ill./Clct
can continue to ope rate ./fJ r (I ".'eek usillg these "pCl.\'sil·e" sCllet),'
systems," while nece.\·.vClI:Y mailllencmce or repair is beillg
planned.

fuel core, the outer cylinder containing two steam genera

tors-the two cylinders meet in the "vapor chamber" at the

top of the vessel, where rising hot vapor makes a 1800 tum

Both the water circulation from the reactor to,the steam

and heads back down. Cooling water is fed continuously into

generators, and the circulation of external cooling water which

core, rises up into the vapor chamber, imd then-as steam

in steam vaporization and condensation.

the pressure vessel, where it heats up around the nuclear fuel

flows back down driving the steam generators, which are

begins in the pool, are driven by natural convection, resulting
The reactor generates its own operating pressure, which

also inside the pressure vessel. The pressure vessel, should

is the vapor pressure corresponding to the temperature of the

cracks" in the upper vapor chamber, into the containment

rectly regulates the reactor pressure, so that it stays the same,

vessel.

The upper vapor chamber absorbs the pressure changes dur-

its overall temperature rise, can pass vapor through "design

vessel water pool, which is partly surrounding the pressure
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outer surface of the fuel core., The- neutron moderator indi

as the on-line electric power level may be raised or lowered.
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FJGURE2

CAREM reactor
,

Water reserve
tanks
Containment

Safety
Injection
system

Evaporator

�-- Pressure
vessel

ing power transients, passing them into the surrounding pool

doubling the total available nuclearpower in the ThirdWorld

as increases in temperature which can be radiated away.

every year through the early 1990s.

and cooling tubes, and thus the reactor is both safe and highly

fere with supplying additional energy to the advanced sector

There are only very small pressure drops in any of the piping
reliabile in operation.

Reactor mass production
There are nearly a dozen nuclear production companies

.
A sufficient investment in nuclear energy need not inter

as well. The construction of larger plants in the United States,

Europe, and Japan could be resumed on an increasingly
standardized basis, as has been demonstrated most success

fully in France, approximating mass production in a "floating

in the United States, Europe, and Japan developing small

plant" marine construction environment where possible.

cluding not only water-cooled reactors but high-temperature

extremely attractive for the advanced sector as well. One

reactor designs for potential factory mass-production, in

gas-cooled reactors, and even mass-produced breeder reac

tors which will breed their own fuel for their entire operating

lifetime. The accompanying box indicates both the broad
scope of this mass-production planning, and also the ex
tremely long time frames contemplated by most of these

producers, who have internalized the current financially col

lapsed state of electric power production and consumption

worldwide. If the IMP is defeated, these and' other nuclear

producers in the industrialized countries, collaborating with

the Argentines and other immediate small-reactor users, could
produce 300 or more small reactors per year by 1988-89,
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Ousters of mass factoty-produced 300-MWe plants can prove

additional benefit would be the elimination of the necessity
for on-site inspection.

Nuclear power for space
Over the next generation, the industrialization of the Third
World will place one great demand on mass production p0tentials for nuclear power, both in the developing nations and
in what are now best-called the formerly industrialized coun
tries of Europe and the United States. The other great demand
. will come from the colonization of the solar system and the

exploration of interstellar space, beginning most immediateScience & Technology
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ly with space-based satellite, sensor, and laser and particle
beam requirements of-the Strategic Defense Initiative (SDI).
SDI Chief Scientist Dr. Gerold Yonas testified at an Oct.
1 1 congressional hearing on nuclear power for space: "Just
the baseload or housekeeping SDI requirements (i.e., power
to maintain satellites and sensors in peacetime) are an order
of magnitude greater in power level than our present experi
ence in space power. The weapons levels power requirements
(i.e., to fire laser, particle-beam, and other anti-missile
weapons repeatedly), being 10,000 times greater in power
level and voltage than present systems, are truly unprece
dented.
"Breakthroughs, innovative concepts and truly imagina
tive applications of conventional wisdom will be required."

The Reagan administration has acted to revive space.nu
clear power development in the United States, which entered
a prolonged deep-freeze in the early 1970s after Lyndon
Johnson had cut down the NASA program.in mid-develop
ment. Present plans for reviving space nuclear power, being
centralized under the SP-l00 program of the DOD, DOE,
and NASA, are as follows.
For power requirements in the space exploration pro
grams, and on various satellites, in the range of 1- 1,000 watts
of electric power, Radioisotope Thermoelectric Generators
(RTGs) will be used, employing the heat of isotope decay,
through special thermoelectric materials, to directly generate
low-power electric current. RTGs are projected to operate at
6-7% efficiencies.

" meJits or power blockJj, each with'three PRISM niOdules ..

The segments would be functionally independent; that is,
each would have its own intermediate heat transfer system
Mid steam supply, but the �arious reactors ,would have a
common tie at the steam drun,l. Low-pressure liquid s0dium is circulated through the core by four cartridge-type
�lectromagnetic pumps. �eat is transferred from the hot
Genend Electric was awarded the Department of Energy
�. sodiuDl to SOdium in a fully isolated intermediate
contract in October 1984 for tl\e design of an innovative
,(,'system
bY'llleans of four heat exchangers. These intero
p
modular liquid metal breeder reacto�.to be the focus of the
mediate heat exchangers are connected to a common.headgovernment's breeder program after the cancellation of
e{ that leads to a separate steatn generator.
the Clinch River plant. GEcompetedwiththree otherU.S.
�'Fhe containment vessel is 19 feet in diameter and 64
nuclear suppliers for this. 39-month contract, which is $6,
feet high. and the whole assembly (wjthoutfuel) weighs
million for the first year. PRISM, Power Rel;\ctor lnber=
950 tons lind is shipable by rail, barge, or rOad. There are
' elitly Safe Module,is about 135-megawatt-electric (MWc)
48 fuel asse�blies in the core, which is about 52 inches in
electric and designed for factory assembly and transpor
diameter and 40 inches high: The breeder blaDket bas 66
tation to the site on a railroad car. Any' number of modules
uianium oxide assemblies. The design wjll also accom
can be grouped at a site, d�nding on the needs of the ,
mooate the new fuel assembly, proposed and tested by
'Argonne, wbichavoids many of t,he problems of an; oxide
buyer:
The most interesting aspect of this reactor is that it ," fuel. GE is waiting for two more years of tests dn this
incorporates all the advantages of smaller, factory-assem
metal fuel before making a final decision. The COIJ)p8nY
bled reactors with their passive safety systems, plus it
�S that the latest experiments with oxides are improving
die oxide fuel as well. PRISM Would have to be refUeled ,
breeds enough fuel to feed itself. (It 'does llOt breed fuel
fQr additional reactors.) PRISM is liquid-metal-oooled with ,)
once a year; it. b�s this fuel at a slightly faster rate,
a low-pressure, high-boiling-point coolant (sodium). Its
Which takes into acCount any losses during the reprocessnuclear envelope or nuclear island is self-contained. and
ing and fuel fabrication,.
'
'� ,
There is a seven foot concrete shield around the unit ..
the parts are designed to be shop-fabricated, assetnbled� '
The :re8ctor has a double containment system, with' the
, and shipped to the plant for rapid install ation. Their up
dated design calls for embedding each reactor ilnit in a silo
�ond vessel t.Q. kCCP'the sodium from leaking if'there is
an'acc'dent andtbus make sure that the core would always
un�ground with the steam generator by its side in anOth
er silo. The rest of the plant is conventional in design.
be covered. The first containment is the reactor vessel
PRISM is a ,pool-type reactor with simplifled safety sYSt
itself, which operates under � pressure of one atmospbete.
terns.
A new design feature of PRISM is its passive decay heat
' Commercial PRISM plants would haye � segremoval system, called RVAoS. for radiant vessel auxil
'
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For space power requirements of 1- 10 KWe, scientists

Reactor prototypes such as the CAREM or the Power

are developing the "dynamic isotope power system" (DIPS),

TRIGA will not directly meet this space power demand; they

which also uses isotope-decay heat, but employs a miniatur

would have to be made much smaller, while still producing

15-2 0% efficiencies. These Brayton (gas) and Rankine (va

But with the SDI, 15-50 MWe of power is the level toward

ized vapor-cycle or gas generator, and an alternator, to achieve

the same or greater levels of power, particularly in surges.
I

por) cycles have been extensively tested over years, and are

which ,space nuclear-power demand is headed (along with

Requirements of 100-300 KWe are the central target range

weapons from the ground into space), and the two long-range

both reliable and weightcefficient for use in space.

new reactors of similar power levels to fire anti-missile beam

for new space nuclear-power concepts in the SP-IOO Pro

demands for these reactors will feed each other's develop

gram; the first-stage analytical work of the program has fo

ment. The demand for nuclear power'in space, while under

cused on the development of another type of thermoelectric

stood for decades; has not been seen in these ROwer levels

But for power requirements of "multi-megawatts" power and

porting nuclear power sources to cplonies 'on the Moon or

reactor, known as the "out of core" thermoelectric design.

before, except by those sdentists who have thought of trans

more; the new concepts are yet to be defined.

ihry cooling' system. RVACS terpoves the reactor'� heat
whenever tbere,is a loss of qff-site p<>w,e( or the feed�ater,
J::".
Y:�' .y"" , .'<;.'''' '' ",
"i<.:�'V: . ,'
;,,-,- '-' .
or clrculating ,,\yat�r systems faiI� 'Ot there Is . anY,incident
that causes a loss ,ofthe norm�l energy conversiQn systelns'
plant. No mechanical dejn the ' non-nucletrr part oftli�
{
' ..t;t,
fans, and soon-are
;N� vices-:-dampets, valves, pumps,
,
'-)
involved. an.d there is no piping to fail.· The shut-down
heat' path consists .of radiant heat transfet from the react6r
vesse� to tbe containment vessel," wpere the heat is re
moved by the natural circulation of air between the con
tainmellt vessel and !�e co�crete wall, There is'aIsq a
series of electrical vaults arOUnd the base of the .reactor to
provi&' emergency power and automatjc controls to shot
down the reactor if there is operator failure
. or equipmel\t
'
' malfunction.
lrihe intermediate heat transport
system is lost, the
.
,
.
'. " "
sOdium temperature increases to a peak of l,1051>f. , �hich
is less �an the "upset" temperature of the s�iurn (1 ,2,00�).
'tbus; the reactor core can be, adeqoately cooled. Even in
"the unlikely event of a blockage of the air flow over the
containment vesseJ, a safe sodium temperature will be
maintained by radiant heat transfer from' the containment
vC(�sel to, the concrete shield, GE says. As is the case in
"the smaller reac�or de�igns, thermal radiation, "a basic
"under
oI,aw of nature," is thus'used to assure safe shutdow'n
.
-'all foreseeable conditions. "
The instalJation o(the sys.tem is done using an over
,head crane, enabling the reactor to be moved for resiting
:or for replacement and decommissioning. Thus the site
itself �an be reus«d �impfy by inserting a ne w�. reactor
module into the Qld . silo . For ea�h three. groups' of three
, nlodules, there will be one reactor service building, one
controj/administration building," and one �obile reflJeIing
�
.
rig. The present reference design would construct ,each
�

' ..
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